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The aim of this note is to make some changes in the proof of Doeblin's condition
for Markov partitions constructed in the entitled paper. We used the assertion
about the existence of a finite collection A = (C^η),..., Cmo(ηJ) of elements of the
~"
Ct(η) the set TC(η) is another

0

element of η. This statement in its exact form is wrong. Instead one should use the
following proposition.
First introduce some definitions. Let a number c>0 be such that each regular
segment of l.u.t.f. y(u} (l.s.t.f. y(s)) with the length less than c intersects not more than r
KQ

_

/ KQ

\

\ί=l

/

curves of the set (J T~1S0\ \J T1S0 , A^°in > r +1, and there exists an integer K±
i=l

such that

max

(length(C^)) < c, max (length(C^M))) > c, where ξ^ = ξ(u} v ηp.

Let Anι>n2 beme set of all elements C^C^η) for which r+(ί)^nί9r-(ΐ)^n2.
shall introduce also the following sets

We

G^+ = {x: T?xeAKl9QO for some s = 0,1, ...,n} 5

and

where 0<a1 < 1, γ >0, and ^ is the partition of the set Aκ

α

induced by /7(M).

Proposition. T/z^r^ exist numbers α 1? C > 0, 7, / > 0 αwd δ, 0 < 5 < 1, 5i/c/z ί/zαί /or all
n>0,
/

n

where F denotes a complement of a set F.
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Proof. We introduce for any integer n>0 and some <5 l9 0<(51 < 1, the following
sets
®?0$ι) = {x: *eC 5 (u>, length (C))^, K^π},
^κ(c) - {x : x e Cξ(u), length (CξM) > c] .
s

s

κ

κ

It follows from the general theory of dispersed billiards [1] that there exists a
( n
\
constant δ2, δί<δ2</ί, such that v \J 2* } < δn2.
\κ=ι

/

Let us consider now the following set

We shall show that there exist positive numbers /?1? /J2 < 1 an<3 7ι, y 2 >0 such
that
v{x: xeccgftδά v(^/C,)>^ V l }<^ 2
(1)
Really because of the choice of r, K 1 ? and &n(°ι) the set T"Cξ(U) consists of not
more than (r + l)Λ connected components. Let xφ@%. Then ΛJ^length(C^u))
>Λn^δr[. The sum of lengths of all such connected components C of the set T?Cξ(U)
for which T^sCφ @κ(c) for s - 0, 1 , . . . , n is not more than cΛ~^°(r + 1 )n. Therefore
in view of the definition of δ^ the conditional measure on Cξ(u) of the preimage
(under Ti"") of the union of all these components is less than
C^engthίC^uOΓM'^^^
Now the inequality (1) holds
if we take such δ1 that (r+l)Λ^&°δϊ 1 < 1. Besides we have that (r + l)Λm?°δϊ 1
<β1<l and j8 1 <j8 2 <l.
So we have the proposition for elements of the partition ξ(£\ i.e. for connected
pieces of l.u.t.f. Making use of the construction of the Markov partition η one can
derive using the analogous considerations that this proposition holds for elements
of the partition ff$ as well. Now the proof of Doeblin's condition goes in the same
way as in the entitled paper.
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